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Abstract: The research consists of two parts of the subject and the proper method to study it. The subject
includes inquiries which are considered by every social system and it is necessary to have a proper response
to them. Social systems have different aims; therefore there must be susceptive to the needs and research
subjects in each system. But the capacity of the social systems and their access time are limited to fulfill their
needs. So their needs have to be classified undoubtedly as well as their research subject matters which are
responses to the needs. As regards, considering the main criteria, how this classification should be done? So,
the goal is to apply a system planning to define the various subjects and phenomenon regards their importance
and weight. This article submits a new model “Planning Model for Research Priorities Determination” to define
and classify the presented research subjects. The proffered model presents the requisite process to achieve the
ground state of a phenomenon pictorial definition. This model is presented by a look up table, an implement
to show the weight and worthy of regarding phenomenon that is completely different with other parts in weight
and worthy in a proper way.
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INTRODUCTION which answer the needs, certainly should be classified

Today, researches are turned to the origin of every should classify the needs of the society and the following
change in the societies. We can evaluate the potentialities research topics? 
for change and also identify the goals of progress only by In this paper, a new method namely the Planning
mean of the knowledge of the exiting situation in every Model for Research Priorities Determination is provided
society and the quality of changes which take place in to classify the research topics. 
that society [1]. According to the definition, the research
is: a set of actions which is done to discover a part of the Systematic     Attitude       Towards Research    Topic:
features of the world [2, 3] and it has two parts: the A systemic view to the research topics there are several
research topic and a proper method to examine the definitions about system, such as: System is a set which
selected topic [4]. Of these two parts, the research topic from a unique set with relation and mutual association and
is more important and the examination method is identified it plays a specific role [7, 8], system is a set which is
according to it. formed of several parts depending to each other [9], Ali

More generally, the research topics are indeed Rezaeyan ?, [10, 11], a system is a regular set of the
questions posed by the countries and proper answer interacting elements which interact with each other to
should be given to them. So the needs of each country reach common and specific goals [10, 13, 13]. And many
determine the topics of the research [1, 5]. similar definitions which most of them have common

But the countries have a limited ability to get their factors.
needs and in a specific time, they can engage to some
affairs, therefore it is necessary to classify their needs According to the above Mentioned, We Can Conclude
according to their importance and choose the more That: Each  system  at  least  should  be  composed of
necessary items [5, 6]. As a result, also the research topics two parts. 

according to their importance. But by which method we
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Each part  should  interact at least with another part basis of a four parts scale gives an order which is different
of the set. from the five parts scale in the same system. So we can

Every kind of change in each one of the parts should not reach to a same conclusion in this regard and the
result in change in the whole set. unity of the system disappears. So it is necessary to have

The set should have features different from the parts. a same and unique scale for the division of the system to
In this way, we can examine a cell as a system and smaller parts; such a scale should exist in all level and

also when a set of the cells from a set like heart in the among the forming parts of every part of the system
body, we can examine that set as a system. Even the heart (phenomena) [14].
set is also a part of a larger system like the body of the Identifying the necessity of a unique scale for the
human being or the organism of an animal. division of phenomena, now we should specify this same

Besides, the sociologists consider the set of human scale. In this regard, the first number we remember is two.
beings (in the frame of a nation like a living being) as a Its main the phenomenon is divided to two parts. 
large system which id turn contains smaller systems such But two is not a proper scale for division, because if
as family, organizations, political groups, etc [12]. So we a phenomenon is divided to two parts, the ratio of those
can conclude that every phenomenon [the topic of two parts should also be identified, so that the
research] is a set or a system which has some distinct phenomenon is analyzed completely. Otherwise, it is not
parts and these parts have a special relationship with each clear that if a part changes, the other part is changes in
other. So identify research topics is dependent to what way. 
recognize the parts and also the relations among them. The two parts scale with attention to the ratio among

Of course we should pay attention that every part these two parts results to three; three parts is the least
and the relations among them have not the same value. scale that can interpret the phenomena [18]. In this case,
Some of these parts and the relations among them are one of the two parts is the primary part, the other is the
more important than other parts and relations. So for secondary part and the ratio among these two parts is
identifying the research topics, it is necessary to identify called subordinate part. If three parts scale is accepted as
the parts of the subject and also the value of those parts the least scale, this scale should be used for the division
according to a distinct model [14]. of all the levels of the phenomena. 

If we consider every phenomenon (research topic) as In this case, each phenomenon should be defined by
a system, we are confronted with these questions once we a combination of three parts which are placed in different
examine them: levels, meaning that the phenomenon is divided to three

Each phenomenon is divided to how many parts and stage. Then in the second stage, every part of the first
up to how many stages this division continues? stage is divided also to three other parts, i.e. each one of
Is there and identified scale for the division of the the primary, secondary and subordinate parts resulted in
phenomena? the first stage of division divides to three primary,
If we should consider the first scale of the division in secondary and subordinate parts. 
all stages? The result is to get nine parts; these nine parts each

At present, the theory of the systems is silent subordinate parts in the third stage. 
towards these questions and it can not provide a clear This method  of  division  of  phenomena  is shown
answer for them. in Figure 1. 

To answer these questions, at first we should As a result, to get the definition of the phenomena
examine the necessity of the phenomena and then to (research topic), it is necessary to divide the phenomenon
search for that scale. at least to 27 parts (3 = 27) interacting each other.

If there is not a same scale for division of the Certainly this 27 parts set can not determine and interpret
phenomena, the unity of the system will disappear [15-17]. most of the subjects and the phenomena and it is
Because if on the basis of a scale, the system should be necessary for them to continue this division turned till the
divided to four parts and interpreted, then it is not parts of the phenomenon and the relations among them is
possible to divide and interpreted the same system on the identified  completely.  On  one  hand,  the  part   of  this
basis of a five parts scale. Certainly, the division on the 27  parts  set  have  not  the  same  value.   Some   of  them

primary, secondary and subordinate parts in the first

one will be divided to three primary, secondary and
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The considered topic

The first stage of division
---------------------------------------------------------------
Subordinate Secondary Primary

The second stage of division
Subordinate Secondary Primary
---------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
Subordinate Secondary Primary Subordinate Secondary Primary Subordinate Secondary Primary

The third stage of division
Primary
Subordinate Secondary Primary
---------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
Subordinate Secondary Primary Subordinate Secondary Primary Subordinate Secondary Primary

Secondary
Subordinate Secondary Primary
---------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
Subordinate Secondary Primary Subordinate Secondary Primary Subordinate Secondary Primary

Subordinate
Subordinate Secondary Primary
Subordinate Secondary Primary Subordinate Secondary Primary Subordinate Secondary Primary

Fig. 1: Eay of division of the phenomena in three stages

pr (1)
su pr se pr pr pr
------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
su se pr su se pr su se pr
su su su se se se pr pr pr
pr pr pr pr pr pr pr pr pr

su(3) pr pr se(2)
pr pr
su se
se se

pr su pr pr pr se
su se
su su
pr pr
se se
pr pr
se se
su se
se se

se su se se se se
su se
su su
se se
su se
pr pr
su su
su se
se se

su su su su su se
su se
su su
su su
su se

Fig. 2: Way of naming of the parts of the phenomena in three stages of division in Planning Model for Research
Priorities Determination
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1
1-3 1-2 1-1
---------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
1-3-3 1-3-2 1-3-1 1-2-3 1-2-2 1-2-1 1-1-3 1-1-2 1-1-1

3-1-1 2-1-1
3-1 3-1-2 2-1-2 2-1

3-1-3 2-1-3
3-2-1 2-2-1

3 3-2 3-2-2 2-2-2 2-2 2
3-2-3 2-2-3
3-3-1 2-3-1

3-3 3-3-2 2-3-2 2-3
3-3-3 2-3-3

Fig. 3: Way of evaluation of the parts of the phenomena in three stages of division in Planning Model for Research
Priorities Determination

25 22 19 16 13 10 7 4 1
3 2
6 5
9 8
12 11
15 14
18 17
21 20
24 23
27 26

Fig. 4: Way of placing the 27 parts of the phenomena with their importance in Planning Model for Research Priorities
Determination

belong to the primary part, some belong to the secondary considered as a primary part, two secondary and
parts and some belong to the subordinate part. We subordinate parts also place in the two right and left rows
should use a specific model and method to combine and of the table. 
place these 27 parts in a way that the phenomenon is To facilitate the introduction of the value of the parts,
analyzed completely [14]. we show their values by numbers. For this aim, 1 is

The Planning Model for Research Priorities and 3 for the subordinate part. 
Determination: The model used to combine the parts of The evaluation of the parts, using the numbers 1, 2,
the phenomenon and relations among them, should: 3, should be considered in all stage of division. Each one
Determine the necessary parts for the definition. of the three result parts in the first stage are also divided
Determine the necessary stages for the division. to three primary, secondary and subordinate parts. In this
Determine the value of each part [19, 20]. way, the names of three parts of the primary part in the

The proposed model is called the Planning Model for second stage is primary, secondary primary and
Research Priorities Determination which shows the subordinate primary. According to this logic, the names
necessary stage to reach the required topic for the of the three parts resulted from the secondary part in the
research schematically. secondary. And for the subordinate part, names of the

This model which is provided in a table is a means three parts areas follows: primary subordinate, secondary
that places each part of the subject in the proper place is subordinate. The nine resulted parts (in the second stage
completely different from the value of the other parts. of the division), the most value part is primary and the

The primary forming parts of this model is like least value is for subordinate. Subordinate parts. If we use
Figure2. numbers to evaluate these 9 parts, we get the numbers 1-

The important point is how to place these parts in 1, 1-2 and 1-3 for three primary part and 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 for
three sides of the table. Certainly each part which is the three secondary part and 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3 for three
placed in the horizontal row, above the table should be subordinate parts (Figure 3).

considered for the primary part, 2 for the secondary part
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In the third stage, each one of the nine resulted parts If the version would be in line with the researchers’
is divided to three parts and 27 parts are achieved. aim, it becomes clear that the model and make the final

The names of these 27 parts are shown in Figure 2 model according to the reformation views of these people.
and their values are shown in figure 3 by numbers.
According to these two figures, we can organize the How to Use Planning Model for Research Priorities
resulted parts on the basis of their value in the Determination: In order to plan and specify the research
combination and formation of the examined subject. We topics for confronting with unpredicted events and
should act in a way that the most value is given to 1-1-1 emergency conditions, we held a session with the
pat (and/or primary primary primary) and the least value is researchers and collected and grouped all the views.
given to 3-3-3 part (and/or subordinate subordinate Certainly, the planning and proper management can
subordinate). In this way, the second important part is 2- decrease the expansion of hurts resulting from the crisis.
1-1 (primary primary secondary) and the third important In this respect, the following cases can be a good guide
part is 3-1-1 (primary primary subordinate). The fourth for the authorities: to Determine the kind of problems,
important part is 1-1-2 (secondary primary primary) and solutions,  the  way to get the necessary expenses, to
the fifth important part is 2-1-2 (secondary primary teach the people, experts, helping teams, to provide the
secondary) and so on. Finally, If number 1 is allocated to necessary apparatus and to use them properly, to utilize
the most important part (1-1-1), number 27 is allocated to local and provincial forces and to study the emergency
the least parts (3-3-3) (figure 4). This way of scoring conditions and the previous crises and to use the past
determines that for the examination and research about a studies and experiences [21].
subject, it is necessary to divide the subject at least to 27 So in the first step, it became clear that for planning
parts and if possible all the 27 parts should be examined. to confront with crisis, it is necessary to pay attention to

But if it is not possible and we do not have enough the planning level, the administrative stages of the plans
potentialities, we should being to examine (research) of and the stages of crisis. 
the most important part (the primary primary primary) part At the next step, it became clear that the programming
in figure 2 and/or the number 1 in figure 4) and continue level should contain policies, beliefs 9general cultures)
to the lower levels gradually. and potentialities. Because for planning, in addition to

Of course practically it is appropriate that the pay attention to the geographical conditions, 
Planning Model for Research Priorities Determination We should also pay attention to the great policies of
(figure 4) is provided like the usual tables to facilitate the the society. Other wise if we do not pay attention to the
use of the introduced model (Table 1). political conditions and social tendencies, every planning

For using this model for planning  and  specification is defeated. Also, the planning’s should be proportionate
of research topics, the first step is to access to the to the culture and beliefs of the society. Certainly, the
researchers’ views. For this we can use different method habits and beliefs of the people of each area fifers from
such as Delphi method, brain storm, etc. After another  area.  If  we do not pay attention to this matter,
summarizing and grouping of the gathered views we the  helping  process  confronts with problems. In
should place them in the Planning Model for Research addition to the material and human capabilities is very
Priorities Determination. important.every plan in the best way of it will not be

For being sure and to get the final model, it is proper implemented if we do not have material apparatus and
to propose the completed model again for some of the efficient human force. As a rule, these plans should be
researchers without explanation. made  in 3 levels of the area, province and the country and

Table 1: Way of placing the 27 parts of the phenomena with their importance in usual table
Primary(1)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1-Jan 2-Jan 3-Jan
--------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------

Subordinate(3) 1-Mar 2-Mar 3-Mar 1-Mar 2-Mar 3-Mar 1-Mar 2-Mar 3-Mar
Secondary(2) 1-Feb 1 10 19 2 11 20 3 12 21

2-Feb 4 12 22 5 14 23 6 15 24
3-Feb 7 16 25 8 17 26 9 18 27
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Table2: the primary research topics for confronting with emergency condition and crisis
Level of Planning
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
policies beliefs possibilities

Administrative ----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------
Stages Stages of crisis before during after before during after before during after

ways of ways of ways of behavioral pattern behavioral pattern behavioral determine the determine the determine the
confronting confronting with confronting with of the people of the people pattern of the possibilities possibilities possibilities
with crisis crisis during crisis during before before people after before during during
before occurring occurring occurring occurring occurring occurring occurring occurring occurring
in the area in the area in the area in the area in the area in the area in the area in the area in the area

cprovine ways of ways of ways of behavioral behavioral behavioral determine the determine the determine the
confronting with confronting with confronting pattern pattern pattern possibilities possibilities possibilities
crisis before crisis during with crisis of the people of the people of the people before during after
occurring in occurring in after occurring before occurring during occurring after occurring occurring occurring occurring
the province the province in the province in the province in the province in the province in the province in the province  in the province

Country ways of ways of ways of behavioral behavioral behavioral determine the determine the determine the
confronting with confronting with confronting pattern pattern pattern possibilities possibilities possibilities
crisis before crisis during with crisis of the people of the people of the people before during after
occurring in occurring in after occurring before occurring during occurring after occurring occurring occurring occurring
the country the country in the country in the country in the country in the country in the country in the country  in the country

also with attention to the different stages of the crisis are CONCLUSION
also divided to three stages: before crisis, the time of
(during) crisis and after crisis. Once the authorities pay The research topics are the questions posed by
attention to the first stage (before crisis) and have clear societies and the researchers should provide an
plans, the second stage can be less violet and the time of appropriate answer for them. 
the third stage is shorter and its human problems in In  this way,  to  day,   the   researches  are
different aspects will be less [21]. with attention to the considered as the origin of every change in the societies.
planning levels, the administrative level and the stages of But the societies have limited capacity to satisfy their
crisis, we get 27 required topics for research about needs, so they classify the needs according to their
confronting with emergency conditions and crisis which importance.
are shown in table 2 ( according to their value ). As a result, the research topics which answer the

Doubtless the division to 27 parts may not be enough needs should be classified according to their importance.
to recognize and explain most of the phenomena and we The proposed model in this paper entitled the Planning
should continue to divide (according to scale 3) till the Model for Research Priorities Determination can identify
phenomenon is analyzed and recognized completely. In the number of the necessary topic for study and
this way, regarding to confronting with emergency examination in different stage and additionally determines
conditions and crisis, we can continue to divide up to one the value of each topic (part among other topics (parts).
other level. By this way if we divide policy making to three By utilizing this model, the required topics for research are
governmental, private and military sectors, we will get the determined and the necessary grounds will be provided
more detailed 27 parts topics for the research. In culture for new theories. 
aspects also if the planning would be with attention to the Although the most important and original aspect
stages of education, information and communication, using the above model is to regulate the strategy of
doubtless it will be very effective to make people to researches and to determine the topic for strategic
participate and to speed up and facilitate the helping researches, the capability of the model is in a way that can
operations. use it to classify different subjects in all of the different

So using the experts for education and acculturation branches of science.
should seriously be on the agenda. 
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